
Devil’s Reign (Marvel Crisis Protocol) at ANZAC Cup 2024 - Player’s Pack

A 1 day Marvel: Crisis Protocol Challenger Event using the Standard Timeline.
4 rounds of Swiss pairing with top of the rankings at the end of the day being crowned the winner!

Rules:
This will be a Challenger Event (no cut) using the Standard Timeline

Rules, Errata/FAQ and Banned and Restricted list, Current Timeline and Updated Cards can be found:
https://www.atomicmassgames.com/mcp-rules/
https://www.atomicmassgames.com/mcp-op/

Schedule:
0800 - Doors open and Registration
0830 - 0945 - Round 1
1000 - 1145 - Round 2
1150 - 1230 - Lunch
1230 - 1345: Round 3
1400 - 1545: Round 4

We will be following the Challenger Event rules and releases legal to use at ANZAC Cup is anything on the
affiliations doc as at Wednesday 10/04/2024 - both can be found at the OP link above.
Once you have purchased a ticket:

Please register:
https://rollbetter.gg/tournaments/1245 and submit your list. Please send your RollBetter.gg name and your real
name to rhett.eldred@ed.act.edu.au by 11/04/24

Lists must be submitted by midnight on 10/04/24 (the night of 10/04/24)

FAQs
What do I need?
Everything you need to play! Bring your models, dice, Character cards, Tactics Cards, Crisis Cards, Measuring
widgets and probably some super/plastic glue.

What releases are allowed?
1. If you own the official model and it is on the official affiliation list you can use it.
2. Reworked character Cards, Tactics Cards and Crisis cards may be printed, but please try and bring official
3. If you have printed Crisis cards, please bring a D6 to randomise which crisis is chosen each game (or other
fair method to randomise selection if cards are easy to tell apart, eg list builder app ect.)

Are miniature Proxies allowed?
See the challenger rules

Do I need to use fully painted models?
No, but strongly encouraged - we want to dazzle anyone walking by or seeing photos online and convince
them they want to play this amazing game - also there will be painting prizes and you will only be eligible if
your entire (official miniature) roster is painted.
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